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SMI Delta Force
Supplemental Braking System

Thank you for purchasing Delta Force: the most advanced portable braking solution available.  
When installed correctly, this system will provide years of maintenance and adjustment-free ser-
vice. These installation instructions are designed to guide you through the installation of your 
new braking system.  The installation is vitally important to the proper operation and safety of 
both the end user, and those on the road.  It is imperative that these instructions be read in their en-
tirety before any part of the installation is attempted.  This will allow for a proper understanding 
of the system as a whole, and will also result in a much neater, professional installation.  We have 
compiled these instructions based on the feedback from our technicians, certified installers, and 
individual customers.  If at any time you do not feel 100% comfortable and confident throughout 
the installation, you must contact the SMI toll-free tech support line immediately at 800-893-
3763 to obtain the location of the nearest qualified technician for assistance.
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Inventory of Parts
Delta Force Packing List

Set-It-Once Pedal Clamp™

Tether Installation Kit:

 1 Stainless Steel Cable with Carabiner Clip
 1 Tether Anchor
 1 3/8” Hex Self-Drilling Screw

Tow Wire Connection Kit:

 1 Delta Tow Wire/Breakaway Harness
 1 Butt Connector 
 2 Blue Flip-Over Connector

Charge Wire Connection Kit:

 1 Fuse Holder
 1 Length of Brown Wire
 1 10 Amp Fuse
 1 10 Amp Diode
 2 Butt Connectors
 1 Blue Flip-Over Connector
 1 Ring Terminal
 1 3-Way Crimp Connector 

Breakaway Kit:

 1 Breakaway Switch w/ Pin and Hardware
 1 Breakaway Cable w/ Carabiners

CoachLink™ Kit:

 1 Delta Force CoachLink™ Module
 1 Dipole Antenna
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Things To Know Before You Get
Started

Delta Force delivers proportional braking based on deceleration.  The necessary 
harness and instructions are included to also tie into the tow wiring, allowing Del-
ta to also monitor the brake lights of the coach.  This makes Delta a “Dual-Signal 
Proportional” system.  Delta automatically detects the presence of the connection 
and switches to dual-signal mode.  Use of this feature is highly recommended.

Proper setup of the tether system is imperative to operation.  If overtightened the 
cable could break.  If under-tightened, the cable could slip.  If too loose, the oper-
ating unit will have excessive movement. If too tight, the brake pedal may not fully 
release.  These instructions will walk you through the simple, proper procedures to 
ensure none of these issues occur.

The operating unit must be in place, secured to the tether and have the Tow Wire/
Breakaway plug connected before the power cord is plugged in.  Allow the ini-
tialize circuit to complete before changing any parameters.  Allow the shutdown 
circuit to complete before unplugging the power cord. 

Although optional, it is highly recommended that the breakaway and tow wiring 
connections be utilized.

When connection is established, the “Link” light on the CoachLink™ receiver will 
be illuminated.  If the link is not established reposition the antenna or call the Help 
Line before using the system.  Note: System link will only occur after initialization 
has completed.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
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Initial Installation
Step 1: Set-It-Once Pedal Clamp™

1. Loosen knob so the top and bottom brackets move freely and place Set-It-Once Pedal 
Clamp™ on brake pedal (Fig. 1-1).

2. Slide the upper and lower brackets together so that the pedal is securely gripped.
3. Firmly tighten the knob and then remove bracket from pedal by swinging the bottom back.
4. Secure the clamp to the actuator using the provided clevis pin 

(Fig. 1-2).

Step 2: Install Actuator Tether

Note: Usually the carpet will slip out from under the toe-kick panel, but if resistance is felt 
remove the panel first. 

1. Pull back the carpet under the dash below the brake pedal to reveal the firewall insulation (Fig 
2-1)

2. Place the operating unit on floor board and place the Set-It-Once Pedal Clamp™ on the brake 
pedal by allowing the top of bracket to rest on the top of the pedal (Fig. 2-2) and pressing 
down on the actuator (Fig 2-3).
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1. Adjust the feet so the operating unit is level and low 
as possible (Fig. 2-4).  Be sure there is at least 1/8” 
clearance between actuator and the front lip of the 
operating unit.  It may be necessary to raise all the feet.  
Once adjusted, tighten feet jam-nuts against the enclosure 
to finger tight plus 1/8 turn.

2. Center the pedal clamp and align the operating unit 
so that the actuator is as perpendicular as possible to 
the front of the unit.  Delta Force will tolerate offset if 
necessary.

3. Hold the cable clamp to the firewall so that it is straight 
in-line with and as level as possible to the tether bracket 
on the bottom of the actuator.  If operating unit is offset 
be sure to offset bracket.  Orient the anchor so that the 
mounting tab is away from the operating unit (Fig. 2-5a).  
Mark this location through the mounting tab (Fig. 2-5b).

4. Trim a section of insulation approximately 2”x2” 
around the mark and visually verify the area behind the 
firewall is clear from obstruction.(The operating unit 
can be removed to make access easier)  As an additional 
precaution, carefully drill an 1/8” pilot hole on the mark 
using light pressure and low speed to prevent the bit from 
going through too quickly.  Then insert the blunt end of 
bit by hand to feel for obstructions (this does not take the 
place of visually verifying the backside of the firewall).

5. Use a drill with a 3/8” socket to secure the self-drilling 
screw to the firewall.  Then remove the screw (Fig. 2-6).

6. Clip the cable carabiner to the tether mount on the 
actuator and make sure the operating unit is set in place 
and completely rearward by pushing on the front and 
observing the brake pedal (Fig. 2-7).

7. Hold the anchor to the firewall using the pilot hole and 
pull the slack out leaving enough slack so that cable can 
move side to side 1/4”-1/2” in either direction (make sure 
the cable is still inserted from the top side of the anchor) 
(Fig. 2-8).
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1. Hold the cable in position in the clamp and bring the 
anchor out.  Loop the cable back through the anchor (Fig. 
2-9).  Pull the slack by positioning the loop to the outside 
and pressing it in while pulling out the slack (Fig. 2-10) 
and tighten set screw with a 4mm allen wrench to contact 
plus 1/4 turn to hold setting (Fig 2-11).

2. Hold anchor back to firewall and verify tension. If still 
correct, use a wrench to hold the anchor and tighten the 
set screw to 25 in. lb. which is approximately 2 total 
turns after contact (don’t forget to count the previous 1/4 
turn) . Disconnect carabiner and remove operating unit.  
Secure the anchor into the predrilled hole using a ratchet 
and 3/8” socket (Fig. 2-12).  Tighten to 25 in. lb. which is 
approximately contact plus 1/4 turn (Fig. 2-13).  In rare 
occasions where the firewall it too thin a 1/4”x20 bolt can 
be used to hold the anchor in place.

3. Slowly roll carpet back until the bend is resting over 
the cable.  Pinch carpet and make a small slit from 
the back side of the carpet.  Fold the carpet back and 
confirm that the slit is resting over the anchor.  Cut a 1” 
slit downward.  Pull the carpet back down and pass the 
carabiner through the slit.

4. Trim or tuck in excess cable and fold carpet back and reattach carabiner to the actuator and 
secure pedal clamp to brake pedal.

5. Pull slack from cable by pushing the front of the operating unit back towards the driver’s seat.  
Confirm that the brake pedal is fully retracted and there is a small amount of slack in the cable 
(1/4” to 1/2” of movement in either direction).  If the cable is too tight the brake pedal will 
not fully retract resulting in damage to the towed vehicle.

Step 3: Install the Charge Wire

Note: Delta Force requires a reliable power source to operate properly.  Turn the coach’s 
running lights on to activate the charging circuit. Do not start the towed vehicle with the tow 

wiring connected. 
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1. Connect the coach’s tow wiring to the towed vehicle and turn on coach’s running lights. Do 
NOT connect the tow bar or safety cables.

2. Verify the coach has illuminated the towed’s running lights through the tow wiring 
connection.   (Note: The coach key may need to be on)  If they are not, now is the time to 
repair the connection.

3. Find the tow-wire-running-light wire under the hood by testing for voltage (industry standard 
is brown).  Use the vehicle chassis for ground.

4. Once located, start the coach’s engine.  Recheck the wire.  If the reading is below 12v there is 
a connection issue and the charging system will not operate properly until it is remedied.  See 
the troubleshooting guide for assistance.

5. Shut off the coach’s engine and the running lights. 
6. Connect the provided brown wire to the running light wire using 

the provided flip-over connector.  This wire will be routed to the 
battery or input terminal of the fuse box (Fig. 3-1).

7. Cut the provided fuse holder approximately in the middle of the 
wire loop.  Crimp a ring terminal to one end and either a butt 
connector (if the breakaway will not be installed) or the three-
way connector (if the breakaway will be installed).

8. Open the fuse holder cap to verify there is no fuse present.  
Using the ring terminal connect the fuse holder to either the 
positive side of the battery or the input wire for the fuse box.  
(The fuse box is often preferred to prevent accidental removal 
during future battery replacement.) (Fig. 3-2)

9. Crimp the provided diode (You may trim the diode if desired Fig 3-3)  into the connector used 
on the other end of the fuse holder with the silver stripe facing toward the fuse holder (Fig 
3-4).

10. Connect a butt connector to the other side of the diode.  Route the brown wire and connect it 
to the other end of the butt connector (Fig 3-5).

11. Turn the running lights on in the coach.
12. Check the female spade in the fuse holder nearest the diode for power using the vehicle’s 

chassis for ground.  The fuse must not be in or it will simply display the towed vehicle’s 
battery.  If no or low voltage is displayed check your connections and the diode orientation.

13. Turn off the running lights.
14. If the breakaway will be installed (highly recommended) continue to the next step.  If not, 

tape all connections with a high-grade electrical tape and place the provided 10 Amp fuse in 
the fuse holder only if the breakaway will not be installed.
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Step 4: Install the Breakaway Switch

1. Mount the breakaway switch to the front of the towed vehicle as close to the center of the 
towed vehicle as possible using the provided hardware. In many cases it can be mounted to the 
front facia in a manner that allows it to turn 90* when not in tow.

2. Insert the plug into the switch. This will prevent dirt and water from getting into the switch.
3. Route the wires up to the top of the engine compartment.
4. From under the dash on the driver’s side of the tow vehicle, locate 

the main-wire-harness grommet, the hood-cable grommet, or 
another suitable place and route the breakaway/tow wiring harness 
keeping the plug end in the passenger compartment.  Do NOT pull 
on the loose wire leads as it may damage the connects within 
the heat shrink. The plug will go to the top of the operating unit 
so leave plenty of slack in the vehicle.  (Note: Once the location 
is established, it is often helpful to make a small slit in the 
grommet using a hobby knife or other small, controllable 
blade.  Cut as far away from the wires as possible.  Also take 
into consideration that the wires may bend drastically on the 
other side of the firewall.  (Many new vehicles have a double 
grommet requiring a slit be cut on both sides.)  Carefully 
using a fish tape or a straightened coat hanger may assist in 
routing (Fig. 4-1). 

5. Connect one of the wires on breakaway switch (both wires 
perform the same) to the unused terminal on the three-way 
connector in Step 3-7 (Fig. 4-2).

6. Connect the other wire on the breakaway switch to the black 
wire in the Tow Wire/Bbreakaway harness (Fig. 4-3).

7. Tape all connections using a high-grade electrical tape and 
insert the 10 Amp fuse in the fuse holder.

Step 5: Connect the Tow Wire Harness

1. With the tow wiring still connected, have an assistant step on the brake pedal in coach.  
Confirm that the brake lights are on in both vehicles.  (Note: The key may need to be on in the 
coach)

2. Locate the tow-wire brake light wire(s).  In most cases the brake light and turn signals are 
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1. combined (4 wires from coach) so there will be two wires – generally yellow and green.  In 
cases where the brake lights are separate (5 wires from coach), the wire is generally a single 
red wire.  If you have located a single wire continue testing with left turn signal and then the 
right.  If the voltage pulsates there is a second wire for brake lights.  If not, it is a single wire 
setup.  (Note: It is possible for the coach to have separate brake lights and the tow to have 
combined turn and brake lights)

2. Once the wire(s) have been located, start the coach and retest the voltage levels.  If below 10v 
there is a wiring connection problem and Delta Force will not 
perform consistently.  See the troubleshooting guide.

3. Connect the yellow and green wires from the Delta Force 
breakaway/tow wire harness to the tow-wire brake light 
wire(s) using the provided flip over connectors (Fig 5-1). (If a 
single wire system, connect both SMI wires to the single tow 
wire) 

4. Tape all connections using a high-grade electrical tape.

Step 6: Initial Tow Setup

1. Place Delta Force on the floorboard in front of the driver’s seat (Fig 6-1).

2. Rotate the actuator 90* and allow the tether bracket to 
rotate downward (Fig. 6-2).

3. Attach the carabiner to the tether bracket (Fig. 6-3).  Grab 
the actuator allowing the pedal clamp to rest forward and 
position the top hooks over the top of the brake pedal (Fig 
6-4).  Press down to lock clamp in place (Fig 6-5).

4. Confirm system is level, as low as possible and there is 
sufficient clearance between the actuator on the front of 
the operating unit.

5. Check cable tension. If cable does not move 1/4” in either direction freely the cable needs to 
be loosened.  If it moves more than 1” in either direct it needs to be tightened.

(Cable adjustment shouldn’t need to be changed after initial setup.)
6. Plug in the Tow Wire/Breakaway Harness (if used).
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1. Plug in power cord and press “Initialize.”  Allow testing/positioning to complete.
2. Recheck the tension and ensure pedal is fully retracted.
3. Press the manual activation button 1-2 times to ensure 

proper positioning.
4. Select the desired profile by pressing “Select” (Fig. 

6-6).  Now you are ready to go!
Important: Turn on coach’s running lights to activate 

charging circuit.  Do not start the towed vehicle with the 

tow wiring connected or it could blow the charging fuse.

Step 7: Install the CoachLink™ Receiver

1. Position the coach in an open location such as a parking lot. (Large structures can reflect the 
radio waves which could affect proper positioning.)

2. Connect the towed vehicle to the coach and extend the tow bar.
3. Position Delta Force in the towed vehicle as prescribed in Step 6.
4. Position CoachLink™ in the driver’s area of the coach where it will be in the driver’s line of 

sight. Secure with the provided velcro and plug in dipole antenna.
5. Plug in the power cord and start the coach’s engine.  Also be sure to power up all accessories 

such GPS, TPMS, Sat Radio, etc.
6. Move the dipole antenna until the “Link” light has a steady pulse.  The best locations are on 

the left side of driver’s seat by the window.  In many Class “A” coaches, the left floorboard 
directly beside the driver’s seat will provide the best reception.  Secure the antenna in this 
location and perform a test drive looking for consistency in reception.
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Testing the Installation
1. Set Delta Force in the towed vehicle as outlined in Step 6.
2. Select the desired braking profile by pressing the “Select” button to toggle the setting.
3. Press and hold the “Manual Activation” for 3 seconds.  Ensure actuator extends and 

returns completely by pulling backwards on the brake pedal after the actuator retracts.  
If it did not, contact the Help Line 800-893-3763 before use.  Recheck cable ten-
sion as prescribed in Step 6-5

4. Rotate the “Gain” knob so that the index points to “Less.”

If breakaway is installed:

1. Pull breakaway pin from the switch using a sharp, jerking motion.  Confirm system 
has activated.

2. Replace pin in the correct orientation (pin makes an “I” shape when switch is parallel 
to ground).  Confirm system has fully released.

If tow-wire connection is installed:

1. Making sure there is plenty of clearance between the back of the operating unit and 
the seat, gently lift and tilt the box in one smooth motion until activation occurs.

2. With the tow wiring connected, press the brake pedal in the coach for 3 seconds to 
engage Dual-Signal mode.

3. Gently lift and tilt the box in one smooth motion.  Activation should not occur.
4. With the brake lights of the coach on, gently lift and tilt the box in one smooth motion 

until activation occurs.
5. Set the operating unit back down and confirm the pedal has fully returned by pulling 

backwards on the brake pedal.  Recheck cable tension as prescribed in Step 6-5.

If tow-wire connection is NOT installed:

1. Making sure there is plenty of clearance between the back of the operating unit and 
the seat, gently lift and tilt the box in one smooth motion until activation occurs.

2. Set the operating unit back down and confirm the pedal fully returned by pulling 
backwards on the brake pedal.  Recheck cable tension as prescribed in Step 6-5.
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Troubleshooting
Tow Wire Voltage Reading Below Required Value:
1. Check the wire voltage using the tow wire ground.  If voltage increases there is a bad 

connection between the tow wiring and the frame of the ground.
2. Check wire voltage at the back side tow wire plug on the coach using the ground wire 

in the plug for ground.  If voltage is still low test using the frame as ground.  If volt-
age then goes up reground the ground wire.  If not there is a bad connection on the 
power wire, or possibly a faulty diode block.  If voltage increases continue to the next 
step.

3. Check terminals on coach tow-wire plug.  If voltage is low there is a poor connection 
in the plug.

4. Connect the jumper and check for voltage on the end of the plug.  If the voltage is low 
there is a poor connection in the jumper.

5. Connect the jumper to the towed and test the wires on the back side of the towed’s tow 
wire plug.  If the voltage is low there is a bad connection in the plug.

CoachLink™ Not Connecting:
1. Be sure the operating unit is powered up and the initialization has completed.  Connec-

tion will not occur before initialization has completed.
2. While operating unit is powered up and initialized, move dipole antenna slowly and 

watch the link light.  When connected it will pulsate slowly.
3. Move the CoachLink™ receiver to a new location and try moving antenna again.
4. Relocate items that may be creating interference (GPS, Sat Radio, Etc.) Note that elec-

tronics built in to the coach may also create interference (engine monitoring, digital 
gauges, etc.)

Dual-Signal Working Inconsistently:
1. Test voltage without tow bar connected.  The tow bar can create an inconsistent 

ground bridge masking a ground issue.
2. Check connections (especially those in round-style plugs).  We recommend using sili-

cone sealant in tow wire plugs to prevent loosening and corrosion.

TX Fault - Low Voltage:
1. Be sure running lights are on while towing.
2. Check the SMI fuse under the towed’s hood.
3. With the tow wiring connected (do NOT connect the tow bar) remove the SMI fuse, 

turn on the running lights, and check for 12v on the spade inside the fuse holder away 
from the towed battery.
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Delta Force is simple to use, requires no maintenance, and is utterly rugged.  Be 
sure to follow these operating instructions and contact the Help Line with any 

questions.

Setup:

1. Place Delta Force on the floorboard in front of the driver’s seat.
2. Rotate the actuator 90* and allow the tether bracket to rotate 

downward.
3. Attach the carabiner to the tether bracket.
4. Grab the actuator allowing the pedal clamp to rest forward and 

position the top hooks over the top of the brake pedal.  Press 
down to lock clamp in place.

5. Check cable tension. If cable does not move 1/4” in 
either direction freely the cable needs to be loosened.  
If it moves more than 1” in either direct it needs to 
be tightened.  (Cable adjustment shouldn’t need to be 
changed after initial setup.)

6. Plug in the Tow Wire/Breakaway harness (if used).
7. Plug in power cord and press “Initialize.”  Allow 

testing/positioning to complete.
8. Press manual activation button 1-2 times to ensure 

proper positioning.

Operating Instructions
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1. Ensure pedal is fully retracted.
2. Select the desired profile by pressing “Select.”  Now you are ready to go!

Adjustment:
Delta Force provides proportional braking relative to deceleration.  It should NOT 
activate while stationary.  Adjustment is made using the following procedure. 

NOTE: “More” and “Less” refer to the amount of deceleration required to 
begin activation.  “More” requires more deceleration – braking threshold 
slower to respond.  “Less” requires less deceleration– braking threshold 

quicker to respond.  This adjustment does NOT effect the amount of braking 
in a More/Less relationship.  The amount of force is determined by the selected 

profile.
1. With setup complete, set the baseline by turning the knob slowly past “Less” until 

activation begins.  Once activation begins, slowly turn the knob back towards more 
until the actuator releases.  Then turn approximately 1/8 turn more (continuing 
towards “More”)  The baseline is now set.

2. Tow the vehicle and drive NORMALLY. When in a safe, isolated location such 
as an empty parking lot, begin testing various braking scenarios while watching 
the CoachLink™ monitor.  Adjust and retest as needed only moving the width 
of the knob index each time (approximately 1/16”).  

Activation must not occur downhill with the exhaust/grade brake only.

Charging Circuit:
• The charging circuit uses the running lights of the coach to trickle charge the 

towed’s battery.  Be sure to turn on the coach’s running lights are on while driving.
• Take care to turn off the running lights and disconnect the tow wiring before 

starting the towed vehicle.  If the charge wire is still active, it could cause the 10 
Amp fuse to blow.

Shutdown/Removing From Towed:
1. Press the “Shutdown” button and allow the procedure to complete.  The light will 

turn solid.
2. Follow the “Setup” procedures in reverse order starting with unplugging the power 

cord.
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Control Panel

CoachLink™

1. Profile Indicator - Displays active braking profile.
2. Select Button -  Toggles braking profile.
3. Boost Button - Adds 15% to current profile.
4. Tow Wire/Breakaway Harness Plug
5. Boost Indication Light - Indicates boost status.
6. Diagnostic Panel

• Tank - Monitors internal reserve tank for  
        leaks.

• TX - Monitors transmitter radio.  Also   
     displays low battery voltage.

• Cyl - Monitors actuator for leaks
• Compressor - Checks compressor efficiency.   

         Automatically disables  
                    compressor if overheating is 
         detected.

• Pedal Connection - Monitors status of pedal 
      connection*.  Also   
      displays breakaway.

7. Initialize Button
8. Shut Down Button
9. Gain Adjustment - “Less” or “More” deceleration  

    required for activation.
10. Manual Activation Button.

* Feature limited on introductory model.

1. Power - CoachLink™ power status.
2. Link -  Displays connection link to towed vehicle.
3. Braking Effort - Displays current braking effort.
4. Fault (+Buzzer)- Indicates active fault code.
5. B/W (+Buzzer)- Indicates breakaway active.
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Refund Policy

SMI has a 30 day return policy on the original date of purchase. Items must have an SMI invoice 
with corresponding part number to be eligible for refund and are subject to the return authorization 
policy. All returns are subject to a variable restocking fee not to exceed 20% (not including 
missing components).

Limited Five (5) Year Warranty

We are confident that our product will preform well and therefore warrant the original purchaser, that 
the new product will be free from mechanical and electrical defects in material and workmanship 
during the warranty period.  The Warranty period begins on the original purchase date.  The 
warranty is for current production models and the original purchaser only.  SMI does not warrant 
any part of the installation nor failure related to improper installation.  

The Warranty Period

1st Year
If, during the first 12 months of the warranty period, your SMI product should be found defective, 
SMI will repair or replace the product at its discretion.  SMI will refund to the original purchaser 
freight charges incurred in returning the product to the factory during this portion of the warranty 
period.  (This does not include repackaging charges incurred to a third party)  All warranty shipping 
& freight charges are for normal delivery, expedited freight charges are not included. SMI may 
choose, at its sole discretion, to allow usage of other new parts for the purpose of warranty repair. 
Such approval requires prior authorization and is subject to the return authorization policy.

Labor pertaining to warranty repair will be covered with prior approval from SMI and is subject 
to the return authorization policy. Warranty performed prior to approval will be reviewed and 
assessed by SMI on a case by case basis. 

2nd - 3rd Year 
If, during the 2nd through the 3rd year of the warranty period, the SMI product should be found 
defective, SMI will, upon receipt of post prepaid product, repair or replace the product at its 
discretion. The SMI product will be returned vis standard delivery free of charge. 

Outside labor pertaining to warranty repair is not covered. 

Warranty Information
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4th - 5th Year Extended Warranty

In order to receive 4th and 5th years of warranty, the SMI product must be registered within 30 
days of purchase.  Consideration for special cases may be addressed on a case-by-case basis at 
SMI’s discretion. If, during the 4th and 5th years of the warranty period, the SMI product should 
be found defective, SMI will, upon receipt of post prepaid product, repair or replace the product 
at its discretion. SMI reserves the right to charge for labor on required repairs of the SMI product 
depending on condition of the product received. Customer will be responsible for return shipping 
during this portion of the warranty period.

Outside labor pertaining to warranty repair is not covered. 

What is Not Covered

Our warranty for your product will not cover damage resulting from set-up for towing, installation, 
neglect or misuse, use contrary to operating instructions, charges associated with removal/
replacement of components, distortion and/or damage caused by weather or heat, or disassembly, 
repair, or alteration by any person other than an authorized service center.  Any implied warranty 
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose of your product is limited to the duration 
of this written warranty.  We shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages for 
breach of any express or implied warranty.

Your State Laws

Some states do not allow limitation on how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion or 
limitations of incidental or consequential damages, so the above may not apply to you.  This 
warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from 
state to state.

Warranty Information Cont.


